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Thank you for expressing interest in Miebach Consulting. The 
following pages are a collection of projects from North America 
across the major industries we serve.  Miebach is one of the 
most respected consulting, engineering, and advisory firms 
within the supply chain realm.  For nearly five decades our focus 
on supply chain has driven us to develop both innovative and 
proven services across our four service practices:

Supply Chain Transformation – Strategic work on the design, 
planning, and strategies associated with keeping the supply 
chain align with changing customer and global requirements.

Engineering and Implementation – Independent design and 
implementation support around the processes, equipment, and 
systems within plants and distribution centers.

Operational Excellence – Tactical services focused on people 
and processes to lean out operations and ingrain a culture of 
continuous improvement.

Digital Transformation – Custom applications to leverage data 
science in order to enable richer, more sustainable, and quicker 
decision making at all levels of the organization.

The pandemic this past year stressed supply chains in ways 
many had not anticipated.  The volatility coming into a post-
pandemic world is one which will challenge even the most 
mature organizations to embrace the required physical, process, 
and digital changes which the world will require of them.  
Miebach’s aim has been to organically develop into a single, 
trusted, global partner that a leader can work alongside to 
evolve the design, planning, or execution of the supply chain.

We look forward to our organizations getting to know one 
another.  This booklet is not meant to be a complete overview of 
our expertise, so do not think we lack capability if you don’t see 
your specific opportunity covered, but rather it is just to provide 
some specific use cases of how we have developed tailor-made 
engagements for others.  We hope this starts the process of 
garnering trust in our firm so that we may be able to support 
you along your journey. 

Best regards,
Bernard and Nick 
  

Bernard Tremblay

CEO 
North America

Nick Banich
Chief Revenue Officer

North America



OUR OBJECTIVES

 ■ Defined parts clusters by process flow and container types

 ■ Developed a Site Masterplan including warehouse location, traffic flows, functional areas, and layout 
designs

 ■ Created a planning database and provided a comparison of material handling and storage technologies

 ■ Presented a business case with investment, cost, and savings calulations

 ■ Proposed masterplan solution design would result in a 60% OpEx reduction
 ■ Optimized warehouse and line feeding strategies based on Pull principle
 ■ Increase in responsiveness to demand changes or compressed lead times
 ■ Plan for end-to-end optimization from parts suppliers to points of use within 

production facility

 ■ Reduce handling steps, lead times, and costs

 ■ Eliminate shuttle transports from external warehouses to the production facility

 ■ Improve material sequencing and line feeding processes

 ■ Increase potential for direct deliveries, going from unloading directly to points-of-use

SELECT CLIENTS IN THE INDUSTRY

• BMW

• Yamaha

• Continental

• Daimler

• Volkswagen

• ZF

• FCA

• SE Toyota

• Hella

• Cummins

• Fiat

• ThyssenKrupp

HOW WE SUPPORTED THE CLIENT

THE RESULTS

This global automotive OEM had a long-term plan to consolidate two of their distribution centers into a 
single location adjacent to their manufacturing plant. While the idea was sound, they had not yet contracted 
the design of the facility. They partnered with Miebach Consulting to advise them not only on the design, 
but also an analysis of the ideal location on the property in order to optimize inventory and line feeding 
strategies. Their overall goal was to create a “SMART” facility, which aims to Sequence Material And Reduce 
Transportation, thus reducing lead times and costs.
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OpEx Reduced by 60% with 
SMART Warehouse and 
Production Logistics

THE INITIAL SITUATION



 ■ Conducted as-is analysis regarding strengths and weaknesses, opportunities, and risks of current distribution 
system

 ■ Evaluation of several evolution steps of automation regarding their qualitative benefit and ROI

 ■ Recommendation for future design and processes to allow growth within the planned budget and providing 
attractive ROIs for the CAPEX spent

 ■ Complete transition from single-order-picking to zone picking to allow for assortment 
growth without the negative impact on picking performance

 ■ Semi-automation of inbound processes to significantly decrease the time to available-
to-pick and order backlog

 ■ Overall productivity increase of 15%

 ■ Understand current operational processes in order to provide productivity improvements in all functional areas

 ■ Evaluate technology alternatives and layouts, and provide CapEx and OpEx estimates for them

 ■ Provide initial implementation plan to ensure on-time Go-Live of the new facilities

This global farm and garden vehicle manufacturer was building two new parts warehouses and selected 
Miebach to design layouts for the internal equipment and workflows in order to achieve certain pre-
determined productivity and KPI benchmarks. Ideally, this design would incorporate their existing WMS, but 
they were willing to consider that enhancements or an upgarde to a full EWM could be necessary in order to 
achieve the labor productivity estimations, shipping volume, and goals set for their 5 year horizon.  

• Mann & Hummel

• Mercedes

• MTS

• Volkswagen After-
sales

• Daimler Service & 
Parts

• Bosch

• Kubota

• Karcher

• SKF

• Mazda

• Exxon Mobil

SELECT CLIENTS IN THE INDUSTRY
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Greenfield  Distribution 
Center Design Increases 
Productivity 15%

OUR OBJECTIVES

HOW WE SUPPORTED THE CLIENT

THE RESULTS

THE INITIAL SITUATION



OUR OBJECTIVES

 ■ Provided a business case for three different scenarios: prioritizing storage of finished goods vs. storage of 
raw materials, warehouse expansion vs. no expansion, and production on-site vs. off-site

 ■ Analyzed machine utilization and capacity to validate future production requirements

 ■ Provided investment calculations and transition plan

 ■ Recommended a layout option to move certain production off-site and expanding 
warehouse for finished goods storage

 ■ Proposed relocation of some existing production lines
 ■ Optimized vehicle flow to minimize traffic and maintain vehicle segregation 

 ■ Increase efficiency in material flow processes from receiving to production supply, and from production to 
goods out

 ■ Reduce operational costs, ideally by utilizing existing regional assets to avoid outsourcing

 ■ Develop overall masterplan design, including recommendation of most appropriate material handling 
technologies

SELECT CLIENTS IN THE INDUSTRY

• BASF

• BP

• Monsanto

• Novozymes

• Syngenta

• Shell

• Evonik

• Wacker

• Cabot

• Oxiteno

• Givaudan

• Clorox

HOW WE SUPPORTED THE CLIENT

THE RESULTS

This global chemical provider had a facility that was ideally set up for a low-mix, high-volume production 
operation. Due to the changing market, a new masterplan needed to be developed, taking into account current 
and future needs and demand. They asked Miebach to develop a holistic plan for the site which would identify 
how to best mitigate current bottlenecks and improve efficiency and utilization for the expected increases in 
future volumes. 
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New Masterplan 
Optimizes Material Flows

THE INITIAL SITUATION



 ■ Created a Global production database and workflow automation

 ■ Designed and modeled an end to end network

 ■ Integrated optimization on supply chain costs, services, and CO2 emissions

 ■ Developed action plan and roadmap for implementation

 ■ A global action plan and implementation timeline enabled revenue to double in 5 years
 ■ Defined production capability gap and identified optimal manufacturing footprint
 ■ Designed agile networks for APAC regional distribution and global Travel Retail 

distribution
 ■ Handed over flexible and repeatable SCG and DataGuru models

 ■ Design the global production footprint to meet future demand

 ■ Optimize APAC regional and intra-country distribution networks

 ■ Define strategies specifically in Travel Retail network and technologies to handle rapid growth

A leading international manufacturer of beauty and skincare products, cosmetics, and fragrances was 
expanding their operations in Asia. Their plan to open a production facility in order to support increased local 
demand and overall company growth would make a global network redesign necessary. They asked Miebach 
Consulting to help them identify a network model with multiple time horizons that would guide strategic 
planning for future manufacturing and distribution investments in the region. 

• PepsiCo

• Mondelez

• AB InBev

• L’Oréal

• Procter & Gamble

• Nestlé

• Unilever

• Coca-Cola

• Kimberly Clark

• Danone Wave

• Estée Lauder

• Coty

SELECT CLIENTS IN THE INDUSTRY
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Global Manufacturing and Distribution 
Network Design & Optimization 
Enables Doubling of Revenue

OUR OBJECTIVES

HOW WE SUPPORTED THE CLIENT

THE RESULTS

THE INITIAL SITUATION



OUR OBJECTIVES

 ■ Enabled PMO Workstream development and management through a SWAT team format

 ■ Provided Change Management and Training & Coaching for all organizational levels

 ■ Implemented a Lean Production Management System and Continuous Improvement Plan

 ■ Reviewed facility concept design with focus on the selected automation solutions

 ■ Increased daily outbound volumes from 4K to over 40K during the SWAT team phase
 ■ Successfully trained site leadership at all levels in Change Management methodology 

and planning
 ■ Train the Trainer sessions with site-specific materials for future onboarding success
 ■ Layout recommendations to right-size automation for future growth

 ■ Determine necessary actions to get facility out of crisis mode and resume completion and shipping of 
customer orders

 ■ Develop and document new standardized processes for training and daily warehouse activities

 ■ Evaluate layout, technology, and workflows to determine long-term stabilization 

 ■ Provide daily on-site support throughout project

SELECT CLIENTS IN THE INDUSTRY

• Hugo Boss

• Carhartt

• adidas

• H & M

• Helly Hansen

• Puma

• Birkenstock

• Mango

• Levi’s

• Chanel

• Fossil

• Brooks

HOW WE SUPPORTED THE CLIENT

THE RESULTS

In the age of e-commerce, fulfillment centers are under tremendous pressure to gain competitive advantages, 
and downtime can cause significant costs. This fashion brand had recently relocated a major distribution 
center and despite improvement potentials promised by their MHE integrator, they were unable to implement 
the changes successfully. As days and weeks went on with inefficient workflows causing numerous customer 
orders to back up and go unprocessed, this client reached out to Miebach to provide guidance on how to get 
back on track and realize the new facility’s potential.  
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Turnaround for a Stalled 
Implementation Ramp-up

THE INITIAL SITUATION



 ■ Developed a custom tool to forecast, optimize, and provide scenario planning capabilities on a weekly basis

 ■ Provided customer and SKU rationalization, production planning, and last-mile transportation optimization

 ■ Implemented a forecast module that created visibility of future demand and returns with understanding of 
time fluctuations and geographical influences

 ■ Enabled the network planning module to optimize flow assignment and inventory deployment across the full 
network by lowest costs

 ■ Reached 4-30% MAPE in forecast models with auto selection of best-fit model, from 
statistical model to machine learning

 ■ Identified potential 25% cost savings in Network planning model 
 ■ Enabled model access via a web App with a minimum modeling knowledge and data 

manipulation requirement

 ■ Provide forecast visibility and accuracy

 ■ Optimize inventory levels within the network

 ■ Improve service and reduce cost to serve

 ■ Provide guidance in decision making for accepting new orders and new customers, given the supply issues

This returnable asset company has a complex logistics network requiring the movement of assets from 
manufacturers to retailers and back to manufacturers, covering a wide range of industries with varying needs. 
The company needed a forecasting process or tool to predict the demand, the returns, and insights on how 
much inventory to plan for in each DC with the consideration of demand, return, and production capacity. 
They had also experienced significant growth and were short on inventory. Miebach was asked to find a digital 
solution to manage inventory and flows within the holistic network.

• MASCO

• Moen

• Franklin Electric

• SKF

• iGPS

• Owens & Minor

• Siemens

• Mirka

• Ensinger

• Carrier

• Johnson Controls

• Gerdau

SELECT CLIENTS IN THE INDUSTRY
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Custom Digital Forecasting and 
Optimization Tool Identifies 25% 
Cost Savings Potential

OUR OBJECTIVES

HOW WE SUPPORTED THE CLIENT

THE RESULTS

THE INITIAL SITUATION



OUR OBJECTIVES

 ■ End to end network design and modeling

 ■ Bottom up analytics on logistics performance

 ■ Returnables inventory management tool development

 ■ Re-defined distribution network strategies in the US
 ■ Found opportunities of nearly 10% logistics cost savings
 ■ Consolidated field service network to nearly 50% of current footprint
 ■ Provided methods and tools to manage loaner set inventory in the field

 ■ Design the optimal distribution network for merging multiple business divisions

 ■ Evaluate Canadian network and cross-border distribution opportunities

 ■ Determine the optimal field operation office footprint

 ■ Explore opportunities in loaner inventory management

SELECT CLIENTS IN THE INDUSTRY

• Pfizer

• Medline

• Eli Lilly

• CSL Behring

• Roche

• Sanofi

• Novartis

• Owens & Minor

• Amgen

• Bayer

• Smith & Nephew

• Fresnius Kabi

HOW WE SUPPORTED THE CLIENT

THE RESULTS

This global medical device company was proactively planning for future growth and wanted to review their 
distribution network. The goal was to provide a roadmap for scalable processes and infrastructure, optimizing 
investments, start-up, and ongoing operating costs. Depending on the results, the company would also require 
guidance on the selection and procurement of Material Handling Systems for the warehouses in North America 
and Europe.  Miebach was selected for this endeavor due to our substantive presence in both regions, as well 
as our breadth of experience in the medical device industry across the supply chain services required. 
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Network Design Validation 
and Global Distribution 
Center Design

THE INITIAL SITUATION



 ■ Assessed the current WMS to determine its long-term viability as well as short term requirements to 
improve performance

 ■ Developed a block layout that ensured optimal allocation of area in the future facility to minimize travel 
distances

 ■ Provided business plan with one-time costs, recurring costs, and other logistics costs 
directly associated with the operations of the future facility

 ■ Proposed solution including pouch sorter, shuttle system, and mezzanine shelving
 ■ Identified potential savings of $4M annual OpEx compared to baseline with a 3 year 

payback

 ■ Thorough understanding of current material flows, inventory requirements, and costs associated with current 
facilities and proceses

 ■ Define future requirements and technologies considering a high variety of product profiles

 ■ Provide 3 holistic designs with various levels of automation with an ROI under 5 years

This online retailer was preparing to consolidate two of their existing distribution and fulfillment facilities 
into a newly acquired site equipped with pick towers and mezzanine. In order to move forward, Miebach was 
brought in to quickly analyze potential automation solutions and develop an ideal layout for the new footprint, 
incorporating industry best practices, innovative concepts, and an ideal payback of less than 5 years. Due to 
the nature of the business model and the timeline for all locations, a thorough and holistic implementation 
roadmap was critical to the success of the engagement. 

• Wal-Mart

• Meijer

• El Super

• Lidl 

• SSense

• Metro

• Carrefour

• Smart and Final

• Hugo Boss

• Carhartt

• Dufry

• Save-A-Lot

SELECT CLIENTS IN THE INDUSTRY
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Consolidation of E-Comm 
Distribution Centers into 
Brownfield Facility Saves $4M

OUR OBJECTIVES

HOW WE SUPPORTED THE CLIENT

THE RESULTS

THE INITIAL SITUATION



OUR OBJECTIVES

 ■ Hosted workshops for various functional areas to understand issues from all stakeholders

 ■ Performed a detailed time study to validate perceived issues and determine improvement capabilities

 ■ Provided expert recommendation on strategies to utilize AutoStore to its best effectiveness based on 
industry best practices

 ■ Enabled the LSP and their client were able to align on the target areas for 
improvements within the facility to meet SLAs

 ■ Identified the root causes of multiple issues in the current operation, and solutions 
provided for both the short-and long-term

 ■ Utilizing data from the time study, process improvements enabled a potential 50% 
increase in AutoStore induction rate

 ■ Review all functional areas of the current operation to identify critical issues and prioritize longer-term 
improvement initiatives

 ■ Validate problem areas from both the provider and client perspectives 

 ■ Diagnose the root causes of critical issues experienced by the current operation

 ■ Develop action plans for improvements

SELECT CLIENTS IN THE INDUSTRY

• Canada Post

• Lufthansa Cargo

• DHL

• Kuehne + Nagel

• CEVA

• Unipart

• Royal Mail

• Integracore

• DB Schenker

• IPG

• CHEP

• Colombia AirCargo

HOW WE SUPPORTED THE CLIENT

THE RESULTS

An international transport and logistics company had designed a facility with the goal of centralizing three of 
their client’s DCs. The facility was facing multiple issues since its go-live, ultimately resulting in broken in SLA’s 
and excessive running costs. Consequently, the end client was only able to transition one of its three facilities 
into the new DC. While gradual improvements were being made by the LSP, Miebach was asked to complete a 
comprehensive assessment and diagnostic audit to determine effective and sustainable measures to resolve 
the ongoing issues.
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Post Go-Live Emergency 
Support for Newly Implemented 
Facility with AutoStore

THE INITIAL SITUATION



Miebach Group

Indianapolis 
 

151 N. Delaware, Suite 800 

Indianapolis, IN 46204 

 

USA 

Tel. +1 317 423 3126 

 

Banich@miebach.com

 Our North American Offices

Montreal 
 

1000 Sherbrooke Ouest 1410 

H3A 3G4 Montreal, Quebec 

 

Canada 

Tel. +1 514 973 1161 

 

Laliberte@miebach.com 

www.miebach.com

Mexico City 
 

Av. Presidente Masaryk 29 Piso 6 

Del. Miguel Hidalgo CP 11560 

Mexico City 

Mexico 

Tel. +52 55 5250 7912 

 

Mexico@miebach.com

USMCA
Indianapolis
Mexico City
Montreal

CASA
Bogota
Buenos Aires
Guatemala City
Lima
Santiago
Sao Paulo

EMEA
Barcelona
Berlin
Dammam
Dubai
Frankfurt
Gliwice
Jerusalem 
Leuven
Madrid
Milan
Munich
Oxford
Paris
Zug

APAC
Bangalore
Shanghai


